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Daniel X is on an impossible mission: to eliminate every intergalactic criminal on the face of the

Earth. Using his incredible superpower to create objects out of thin air, he's taken on some of the

most fearsome and fiendish aliens in the universe, and now he's aiming to extinguish his next

target: the explosive demon of fir, Phosphorius Beta, and his army of flame-weaving henchmen.But

it's going to take a whole new level of mojo to destroy this villain. Beta's strength has been growing

since he arrived on Earth over a millennium ago, and he's finally ready to turn the blue planet into

his own fiery wasteland. The only way to stop him is by jumping back in time to the Dark Ages to

end Beta's blistering reign before it has a chance to begin. But can Daniel X take the heat? Or will

the alien hunter finally get burned?
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With DEMONS AND DRUIDS, James Patterson and Adam Sadler take the Daniel X series to an

entirely new level.Daniel X is an extraterrestrial who had been living with his family on earth. When

his parents and sister were killed in a sneak attack by intergalactic criminals, Daniel made it his

mission to wipe them all out. He is a fairly powerful guy who is still testing the extent and limits of his

powers. He is able to travel in time, conjure up friends from his home planet, and occasionally and

randomly experiences visits from his family, even though they no longer exist. It was Daniel's father

who gave him a list of criminals who needed extermination the most, and while Daniel has not been

following along in numerical order, he has been doing a good job of systematically whittling down



the number.Daniel's primary target in DEMONS AND DRUIDS is Phosphorius Beta, his strongest

foe to date. Beta is a demon of fire --- one of the most basic of elements, and arguably the most

dangerous --- and, worse, he comes with an army of similarly powered henchmen who are loaded

with bad attitude. Beta is not a late arrival to Earth, either; he has been here for over a thousand

years, biding his time while increasing his strength. Daniel soon discovers that the only way to

defeat this enemy is to go back in time, to Europe's Dark Ages, and confront Beta before he has a

chance to become so powerful.Daniel has some interesting and unexpected allies in his quest. One

of them, surprisingly, is his father, who puts him through a bit of criminal-elimination training, where

Daniel learns there is much more to the job than he originally imagined. His other allies? Well, let's

not spoil the surprise.
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